
NEW MILL MALE VOICE CHOIR 
 

MUSIC SUB-COMMITTEE MEETING 
 

New Mill Club.  18th  October  2022 
 

Present    E Zamberlan  A Greaves  S Flynn  S Hill  D Kelly (MD). 
        There were no apologies 
 
Minutes of last meeting.... read and approved. It was noted that 4 pieces had been 
chosen for Scarborough, but that one of them (Unchained Melody) had already been 
performed and, therefore,another one should be chosen. 
 
Review of recent events   1. London Trip.  A fantastic success and worth repeating, 
probably every two years and in July/August when accommodation available. Maybe 
an east coast visit could be considered, but this would be a Main Committee decision. 
                                            2. Rawthorpe.  Disappointing attendance both from the 
choir and audience. £200 raised for charity,which was better than nothing and a 
purpose was served in providing a performance of our newer pieces in preparation for 
the Town Hall. 
                                            3. Town Hall.  Dorian thought the concert went very 
well,although Fields of Gold not quite as good as the others. Power lacking at times 
for such a large hall, but better in the second half when You'll Never Walk Alone was 
particularly good. Perhaps a bigger venue for a pre-Town Hall concert in the future if 
we continue with the event. 
Responses from the audience were very good. 
   
Forthcoming Events.....For the Christmas concerts, we would also include : Just the 
Way You Look, A Million Dreams and You'll Never Walk Alone. 
We will be joined by the Holmfirth Cafe Orchestra at New Mill. 
We would,also, perform at the New Mill Winter Fair on November 26th at 12.30, for  
half-an-hour. 
 
Repertoire.....It was agreed at Scarborough, to replace Unchained Melody with  
Shenandoah and Soldiers Chorus from the existing library and to make a start with 
these at the January 10th rehearsal. Also to refresh One Moment in Time. The new or 
refreshed pieces to replace High on a Hill, Season of Peace, All for me Grog and 
Sound of Silence. 
         
Quality/Choir Development.....This continues to be a difficult one to tackle. What 
are the criteria for development or improvement? Would members accept extra 
sessions for this? Dorian suggested that this could be tackled gradually during 
rehearsals, perhaps by extending warm-up or through an extract in one of the pieces. 
This was agreed. 
 



Section Leader Issues.......Accommodating members with mobility problems was 
beginning to be an issue and it was agreed that we should do everything possible to 
accommodate people and if sitting down was required, for example, so be it. 
 
Section leaders should stress the importance of accessing Drop Box 
 
AG announced that it was his intention to step down as section leader as he had 
completed 6 years in the role. He would be emailing his decision to his section and 
inviting volunteers! 
 
There was no other business. 
 
Next meeting, Tuesday 17th January 2023, in the club at 10am 
 


